TIMONWA, PELUMI AKINTOKUN
Frontend Developer, Technical Writer, Open Source Contributor

CONTACT
timonwaakintokun@gmail.com
07082986607,09030080113
Lagos, Nigeria
Timonwa
timonwa.com (Portfolio)
Timonwa's Notes (Blog)
Timonwa
timonwa_

OBJECTIVE
I am a front-end developer who loves transforming UIUX designs and
ideas into amazing-looking and responsive websites. I also love drafting
technical documents, writing articles, and contributing to open source.

EXPERIENCE
Technical Writer | July 2022 - Present

SOFT SKILLS
Collaboration, Teamwork,
Creativity, Problem-solving,
Time management, Empathy,
Organisation, Research,
Writing, Active listening,
Simplicity, Communication skills

UploadCare
Improving the company's presence in the industry by creating
articles and tutorials that align with its goal.
Writing thorough, engaging, and well-researched articles.
Working closely with the company's editorial team to make content
more engaging and exciting to read.
Frontend Developer | June 2022 - Present

TECHNICAL SKILLS
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, SCSS,
Styled-components, Bootstrap,
TailwindCSS, Ant Design,
ReactJs, VueJs, NextJs, NuxtJs
Redux Toolkit, Vuex
Git, GitHub, VsCode
Vercel, Netlify, Figma, Canva,
Slack, Trello, Notion
Markdown, Google Docs,
Technical Writing

CERTIFICATE
Open Source Contributhon,
May 2022

Tramango
Successfully and singlehandedly migrated the current codebase
from the VueJs(NuxtJs) framework to the ReactJs(NextJs)
framework.
Collaborating with product and design team members to implement
new feature developments.
Implementing and standardizing all output with a new, responsive,
mobile-first approach.
Working with REST APIs to get JSON data to display them using
Javascript Objects.
Open Source Maintainer | February 2022 - Present
Tech Roadmap
Building & maintaining the project and user interface of the web app.
Reviewing contributions and issues, and ensuring that approved
contributed codes get merged promptly.

By She Code Africa.
The Fundamentals of Digital
Marketing, Oct 2019
By Google Digital Skills for
Africa.

Guest Author | January 2022 - Present
LogRocket
Writing thorough, engaging, and well-researched articles on
frontend development languages and frameworks, and tools and
concepts used in Frontend Development.
Collaborating with the editorial team to ensure that all articles have
quality content and are more engaging to read.

EDUCATION

Frontend Developer | October 2021 - Present

Higher National Diploma
(HND): Surveying and
Geoinformatics

Freelancer

2012 - 2018

Yaba College of Technology,
Jibowu, Lagos.

Responsible for building and deploying interactive web applications
using front-end technologies.
Collaborating excellently with peers and stakeholders in a fastpaced distributed team.
Working with REST APIs to get JSON data to display them using
Javascript Objects.
Intern Programmer | February 2022 - May 2022
Propfunds
Built the admin web interface from scratch, ensuring that the admins
have a smooth user experience.
Collaborated with product team members to implement new feature
developments.
Worked with REST APIs to get JSON data to display them using
Javascript Objects.

VOLUNTEER WORK
Technical Writing Facilitator | July 2022 - Present
Empower Her Community; Non Technical Bootcamp 1.0
Giving technical writing classes to learning participants of the
program.
Drafting and providing technical writing courses and other useful
resources to facilitate and moderate classroom discussions and
student-centred learning.
Developing and evaluating weekly tasks of the learning participants
to assess their knowledge gained from the Bootcamp.
Frontend Developer Mentor | July 2022 - Present
She Code Africa Mentoring Program - Cohort 6
Providing mentorship to front-end developer mentees in the
program.
Have regular weekly sections with the mentees for checkups,
updates and reviews of weekly assignments.
Providing and evaluating weekly assessments of mentees assigned
to me.
Open Source Developer | April 2022 - Present
moja global
Updating the codebase and UI of the web app.
Interacting and collaborating with other contributors and
maintainers to further enhance the features and user experience of
the project.
Helping with the migration of the codebase from VueJs v2 to VueJs
v3.

